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Executive Summary 

The Bull is dead, long life the (next) Bull. Last week we were –correctly- looking at a revisit of the 2015 lows: low 

1900s to high 1800s, based on trend line support and Fib-extension clusters. We got there in a hurry. Last week we 

also adjust our count to what we then believed was an “abcde” triangle forming for Primary IV. This is now our 

alternate count, based on Elliot Wave, as Objective Elliot Wave has the US stock markets now in a confirmed bear 

as the NYA, WLSH, RUT, and NAZ are now all in confirmed bear markets. The SPX and DOW officially not yet, but it 

is only a matter of time when they will announce their bear market too.  

In this update we show our preferred Cycle wave 2 target zone (SPX 1400-1200) and why price should find a bottom 

at those levels before a multi-decade Cycle wave 3 takes hold. In this update, we also show where we expect the 

market to find a temporary bottom (soon) to allow for a relieve rally, and we explain how to trade and invest in this 

market. 

We also show the levels to watch to invalidate the alternate count entirely, and we strongly suggest to follow and 

trade to the preferred count. 

Because TIs work poorly in bear markets, as we’ve noticed over the past weeks, we will focus much less on these 

going forward and simple watch trendlines, waves, and S/R levels. Those work better in bear markets. For example, 

positive divergence on say the daily RSI5 in a bull market leads to a sustained rally, but in a bear market can only 

lead to a one day rally before the selling resumes. 

 

The market broke down. Sell signals are ambiguous. Bear market alert. Long term 

investing should be focus on the downside. 
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Elliot wave update: short term 

Before we go into the big picture, let’s focus on the near term wave structure and on what has worked (very) well 

over the past 2 weeks. In that case it is our impulse wave tracker, Table 1, where the market adhered “picture 

perfect” to the iii, iv, 3, 4 extensions and retraces to what can ideally be expect of an impulse wave. Honestly, it’s 

been rather textbook.  The table below shows the calculated price targets in yellow, orange and red, and the green 

numbers are the actual price (all rounded). So question is if the market ended it’s 5-wave down at SPX 1859, the 

1.764x extension, or if it will target the 2.000x extension? We’ll know soon enough, as a break below Friday’s low 

targets SPX 1838, whereas a break above (technically) SPX 1930 will confirm the low is in. However, we can lower 

that to SPX 1890 as that’s where the prior (micro) 4 wave of minute v resides. 

Table 1. Impulse wave tracker.  

 

Not shown here, but please note that the move from the ATH (SPX 2135) to the August low (SPX 1868) is 267p. If we 

subtract that from the November and/or December highs (SPX 2116, 2104; respectively) we end up with 1849, 1837, 

respectively. Both fit our target zone of the 5th wave. 

Figure 1. SPX 10min chart: Tracking an ideal impulse wave down.  

 

Please note the yellow “c/a?” label, which refers to major c of a primary IV contracting diagonal (per EW) and major 

a of Primary A of Cycle 2 (per OEW). Two rather striking difference, which however intermediate term will be 

resolved to the upside: major d for the triangle and major b for a larger correction before the bear resumes. More 

about that on the next pages, and especially page 6, 7.  
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Objective Elliot Wave Cycle 2 count: Preferred count. 

Our preferred count is shown in Figure 2: Cycle wave 1 of Super Cycle 3 peaked at SPX 2116, and we can now expect 

a multi-month correction into next year down to the shown target zone: a 50-61.8% retrace of the entire 2009-2015 

Bull. Note that often 2nd waves retrace back to the top of the prior first wave of one lower degree. That would in this 

case be (blue) Primary I at around SPX 1225. Note for example, how (black) major 2 of Primary III retraced to the 

prior (Red) intermediate i of major 1 (blue arrows), and how (green) minor 2 retraced back to the prior (red) 

intermediate I (green arrows). Also if one would count the SPX 1370 high as Primary I, the 50% retrace at SPX 1400 

fits that bill. Thus, SPX 1400-1200 is our target zone for C2. 

Figure 2. SPX weekly chart. Primary V of Cycle one failed to make new highs. Now on major a of Primary A of Cycle2 

 

Per this count, price is now in major a of Primary A and if the micro-count presented on page 2 unfolds as planned, 

then major a is about to complete or close to completion. With the caveat that the 5th wave can always extend and 

target high 1700s. Major b should then ideally retrace 50-62% of major a. If we assume conservative round numbers 

for simplicity sake: major a bottoms at around SPX 1800 coming down from SPX 2100, then major b should ideally 

retrace 150-180p; back to SPX 1950-1980 over the coming weeks.  

Please note all the orange trend lines in figure 2; these are all parallel lines and the market has adhered to these 

lines remarkably well, and the lowest trend line (connecting major 2 of Primary I, Primary II, minor 2 of III, minute ii 

of III resides just a bit below SPX 1800 (right at the 23.6% retrace). A potential target. Price currently resides at the 

3rd lowest of these trendlines and the 2nd lowest resides at just below SPX 1850. Also a potential target.  

Hence, if the low is not in, then we have several lines of evidence pointing towards SPX 1840 or high 1700s for this 

wave to end before a larger multi-week bounce should happen. 
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The reason why we count the December high as a Cycle 1 high, is because the techies (NAZ, NDX) count as 5 up off 

the August low, particularly the NDX which made actually a new ATH in December (See Figure 3). Major 2 of Primary 

V on that index did a perfect 50% retrace of major 1, major 3 was 1.236x Major 1, and major 4 fell back to the 76.4% 

extensions, following up by a major wave 5 which was 0.618x major 1 (Fibs not shown). But, that’s now water under 

the bridge, and we’re now looking at (Red) intermediate c of major a targeting the 2.382x to 2.618x extension of 

intermediate a, from b. At Friday’s low the former extension was hit to the T, the latter is at 4020; which is 2.9% 

below current levels. This translates to SPX 1825, in line with the SPX 1838ish target. 

Figure 3. NDX and COMPQ daily charts. Counts well as 5 up off the August low with a new ATH in NDX. 
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Elliot Wave Triangle Count: alternate count 

For those who follow regular Elliot wave, the market is now in Primary IV, which is either finishing a major c wave of 

all of IV; or it is completing a large triangle, with wave d and e still to come. For the latter pattern to remain intact, 

price needs to bounce for major d right about now (1860-1840) or the triangle pattern will be invalidated. For the 

former count the market is tracing out an expanded flat correction for IV targeting low 1800s to high 1700s.  

We want to reiterate that this has become our alternate count, but we do want to bring it to your attention as a 

possibility and in case the market wants to screw is all. Always have a backup plan! However, with the NAZ, NYA, 

WLSH and RUT now in confirmed bear markets it is in our opinion not prudent to bet on this development. More 

about that in the chapter on page 7 “How to trade this market” 

Figure 4. SPX weekly chart. Alternate count. 
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Intermediate term  

So what’s next? As said we expect the market to find a bottom soon and then rally/bounce (see figure 5A). It should 

bounce to –as said- SPX 1950-1980, possible 2000 for major b (green line) before major c (orange dotted line) takes 

hold. Note the weekly Pivot is at SPX 2015 and technical S/R is at SPX 1980-2000 (yellow band). We can see how 

price found support at the lower blue and red trend lines. If those don’t hold then logically –per this chart- SPX 1820-

1780 is next; already invalidating the pattern shown in Figure 5B. This pattern (the alternate count) requires –as said- 

a bottom real soon (cannot go below SPX1840) and then a multi-week rally to the upper blue trend line at about SPX 

2080. IF the market bottoms soon, but fails to reach that blue trend line, it will further confirm the preferred count 

and the pattern in 5A.  

Figure 5. SPX weekly chart. Trend line support and resistance and projected paths forward. 
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How to trade this market? 

With a bear market upon us, the core position should either be shorts, inverse ETFs or put options for those who 

want to make money to the downside. Conservative investors should be in cash, which they already should have 

been once our Long Term Simple Moving Averages (LT-SMA) charts turned bearish August/September last year and 

which we’ve stated time and again over the past months. 

Figure 6. SPX LT-SMA chart turned bearish August last year signaling long term investors to get out of the market. 

 

With the preferred count we suggest any long positions still held should be sold in the anticipated bounce, and the 

bounce should then be shorted. Even if the alternate count were to unfold it would be wise to follow this strategy 

as in that case major wave d will be followed by major wave e back down to where we are about now. Then enough 

cash is raised on the way up and enough money made on the way down. Exit and re-assess. Please be cognizant of 

the price levels of the bounce. IF the market fails to reach that upper blue trendline, the triangle is certainly off the 

table, and if the market breaks below 1840 it’s also off the table. Simple parameters that can be easily traded and 

followed. 

Note that with a bear market target of SPX 1400-1200 there is still plenty of downside to be had. In fact, if one were 

to have a 125 shares in SPXU right now ($40), they should be worth anything between $600-$800 by the time all is 

said and down based on their values in 2010 and 2011. Subtract some time-value-decay and we’re conservatively 

looking at $400-$500. That’s a 10x profit. Your $5,000 investment has turned into $50,000. 

We do not recommend taking on big long term long positions, but only small, short term positions to profit on the 

bounces if one desires to do so.  

Long term investors who prefer cash should re-enter the market when our LT-SMA chart turns bullish again. It did 

that for the first time in 2009 when the market was at SPX 1000…  

Please note that nobody knows how exactly this bear market will unfold and how its characteristics will be. Each 

bear is unique, so is each bull. What we do know is that in bear markets the long term trend is down, and long term 

positions should thus be hold accordingly. We can’t recommend other vehicles such as bonds or gold as those do 

not necessarily go up in bear markets. As we showed in our Thanks Giving Special: gold and the stock market are 

most of the time not related at all; neither inversely.  

 

ALOHA 

Soul, Ph.D. 


